
 

 

 

 

Porzellanmanufaktur FÜRSTENBERG 

Precision has a name 
 

Fürstenberg, 2015 – FÜRSTENBERG has specialised in unique craftsmanship and exclusive 

porcelain manufacture since 1747. This traditional company from Lower Saxony is now 

setting new standards in porcelain manufacture with its premium collections featuring 

upmarket tableware design of the highest quality. The FÜRSTENBERG portfolio ranges from 

dinner services and gift items to unique designer pieces. 

 

FÜRSTENBERG is a porcelain manufacturer whose skilled craftsmanship has been honed through 

experience spanning over 265 years. The craftsmen at this traditional German firm are expert at 

continuously developing historical collections and creating contemporary product lines. They claim 

precision down to the smallest detail. What enables them to fulfil this claim is the fact that most of 

the porcelain manufactured at FÜRSTENBERG is still based on manual craft, supported by the very 

latest technical equipment to ensure creation of the finest quality porcelain objects. At the porcelain 

manufactory in the Weser Hills, design meets unrivalled craft expertise, as it has done since the 

company’s inception. Founded in 1747 by Duke Carl I von Braunschweig at Fürstenberg hunting 

lodge, the manufactory’s history is populated by a succession of renowned porcelain painters, 

modellers and designers. FÜRSTENBERG is Germany’s second oldest porcelain manufacturer. 

Today, the FÜRSTENBERG trademark, the blue “F” with a crown above, is internationally recognised 

as a symbol of sophisticated porcelain artwork from Germany. 

 

Versatile designs and precise craftsmanship 

Beside the skilled craftsmanship deeply rooted in the European artistic porcelain tradition, it is the 

fruitful collaboration with artists and designers to date that shapes the quality of porcelain from 

FÜRSTENBERG. The most recent example: The tableware collection AURÉOLE was created in close 

collaboration with Korean ceramicist Kap Sun Hwang. AURÉOLE is a sublime design apparently 

effortlessly merging ancient Asian porcelain traditions and the modern work of the European 

craftsman. The tableware collection was awarded with the Red Dot “Honourable Mention” in 2014 for 

its outstanding design details. Depicting many variations of the moon in black, white and 24-carat gold, 

the decor CLAIR DE LUNE adds fascinating moments in time to the AURÉOLE design. Four new 

espresso cups in vibrant rouge, orange, citron and violett hues will supplement the decorative 

tableware with a magical interplay of colours.  

The designer and style avant-gardist Peter Kempe created two additional decors for AURÉOLE. The 

opulent gold decor DORÉE lends its simple form, AURÉOLE its ornamental splendour. COLORÉE is 

reminiscent of the jungle or the Caribbean and invokes the pleasures of southern tables with graphic 

philodendron leaves in lagoon blue, absinthe, orange or warm terracotta.  



 

 

 

 

 

But classic forms are also part of the programme: FÜRSTENBERG followed the maxim of designer 

Wilhelm Wagenfeld – beautiful and practical – to revive the Bauhaus artist’s design classics in its 

WAGENFELD series. In cooperation with ROECKL, well-known for finest leather gloves and premium 

accessories, FÜRSTENBERG is setting a new joint trend and thus appoints ROECKL to be the 

inspiration for two new decors on their vases. 

FÜRSTENBERG’s ability to marry functionality with sophisticated design has also made it attractive 

to upmarket hotels. For example, the Hotel Adlon Kempinski Berlin and the Mandarin Oriental Paris 

rely on porcelain from Fürstenberg. Specially for the gourmet cuisine sector, and in cooperation with 

the designer Mikaela Dörfel and top chefs Tim Raue, Sven Elverfeld and Nils Henkel, FÜRSTENBERG 

realised the BLANC gourmet range, which won the iF product design award 2012 and is ideal for the 

individual presentation styles of star chefs thanks to its unusual plate geometries and large radii.  

With the red dot award: product design 2012 honoured is the drinking cup series TOUCHÉ. The cups 

have a special thermal effect thanks to their unique double-walled design. Uniqueness is the 

watchword of the SOLITAIRE luxury range. The challenging technique of the crystalline glaze – 

which features long firing times and a sophisticated formulation – makes each object a fascinating 

one-of-a-kind piece. 

 

A modern traditional firm 

Porcelain manufacturer FÜRSTENBERG presents itself today as a modern traditional firm, whose 

new Corporate Design 2011 was awarded the prestigious “red dot" seal of quality, an award at the 

13th Corporate Design Preis (13th Corporate Design Award) and the iF communication design award 

2012. FÜRSTENBERG uses centuries-old craftsmanship hand-in-hand with state-of-the-art 

technology. The company headquarters and production site is FÜRSTENBERG Castle in Lower 

Saxony with a workforce that currently numbers about 100. Stephanie Saalfeld is the Managing 

Director. In 2014, the porcelain manufacturer achieved sales totalling Euro 5 million worldwide. 

“Porcelain from FÜRSTENBERG is currently exported to 40 countries. We want to expand further in 

key sectors of the European market such as Italy and Great Britain and boost sales in Russia,” says 

Stephanie Saalfeld on the company’s plans for the international market. Over 70 percent of the 

company’s total sales are currently on the German market. As well as project business with hotels 

and the gourmet cuisine sector, it also sells its products in specialist retail outlets and the 

manufactory sales outlet in Fürstenberg. In the museum of FÜRSTENBERG Castle and the visitors’ 

workshop, the long tradition of Porzellanmanufaktur FÜRSTENBERG is brought alive for the public. 

 

For more information on FÜRSTENBERG visit fuerstenberg-porzellan.com. 
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